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Introduction 
I. Goals 
#1. The goals that your counselees bring into the room.  

Consequences  ➔ ➔ ➔  Goals 

Regular arguments    Learn to communicate 

Struggle in marriage    Learn how to relate to 
each other 

Struggles with a child    Strategies to use / 
counsel the child directly 

Anxiety / Depression    To feel better 

#2. The goals that you have for your counselee.  

These goals are associated with their relationship with Jesus.  

a. Goals such as understanding their identity in Christ, choosing to 
live to glorify Christ, and finding joy in Christ. 

It is one thing to know the endpoint, but it is another thing to 
understand how to help a counselee get from where they are to that 
endpoint. 

 
II. Progression 

Moving in a direction and I should know where I am and where I am 
going next.  
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In other words, there are clear steps of progression.  

If we are going to make it to Atlanta (to our ending goal), then we 
should understand how we know we have reached each destination. 
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What is “Get on I65 South”?  

This represents a basic foundation. I do not believe that I can 
accomplish my goals of helping develop a meaningful relationship 
with Christ that impacts everyday of their life if I do not give this 
foundation. 

If that foundation is my first step, my get on I65 South, then what is my 
Indianapolis? 

When my counselees understand Romans 8, 1 Peter 2, and 1 
Corinthians 10:13 I know we are on I 65 South. When they understand 
James 4 and how they got into the room then we have reached 
Indianapolis. 

What is my Louisville? 

Knowing how to change 

 
#1. Matthew 7:3-5 

Repentance - people who do not repent do not change. 

#2. Ephesians 4:22-24 
#3. Daniel 9 

My repentance must occur over my behavior and the desires of 
my heart that led to the behavior.  

What is my Nashville? 

What is my I24 to Chattanooga? 

Another way to say is that we are looking for the discipleship steps 
that my counselees need to take to be best prepared to live out their 
purpose. 
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What is my I75 South to Atlanta? 

 
#1. Summary of the counseling 
#2. Six-month growth plan 
#3. Making a Difference 

Their renewed relationship is something that God entrusts to 
them. They have a responsibility to steward that trust with 
excellence. 

 
III. Finesse 

Since people are different we have to remember: 

→ Sometimes when driving to Louisville you have to stop at a rest 
area.  

→ Sometimes when driving to Nashville you need additional fuel 
(either for you or the car). 

→ Sometimes you need a stretch break. Maybe you even need to 
stop for the night and continue the journey the next day.   

→ Sometimes you have to find a different way to Atlanta. 

→ Sometimes you have to take a walk in the woods. 

 
IV. Practical Implications 

What I am arguing for in this session is that all of us need skills in 
both. 
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I. Parents Must Have the Primary Role in Raising Their Teens 
A. The counselor is never there to take the place of the 

parent in the life of the teens 

Ephesians 6:4 - Fathers, do not provoke your children to anger, but bring 
them up in the discipline and instruction of the Lord. 

Proverbs 22:6 - Train up a child in the way he should go, even when he is 
old he will not depart from it.  

Deuteronomy 6:6-7 - These words, which I am commanding you today, 
shall be on your heart. You shall teach them diligently to your sons and 
shall talk of them when you sit in your house and when you walk by the 
way and when you lie down and when you rise up. 

B. It is quite possible that you will need to counsel the 
parents into the best way to parent their teens 

Watch for: 

1. Desiring friendship with teens over discipling teens 

2. Punishment as motivation to change instead of discipline to 
grow them 

3. Worship of teens instead of worship of God 

4. Minimizing of teenage behavior 

a. It’s just a teen thing 

b. Every teen goes through this 

c. It’s just part of growing up 

d. How else are they going to learn? 
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e. I am glad they are falling into sin while I am here to help 
them 

C. Parents may need some help in understanding the sinful 
tendencies of teens 

5 Truths about Teens we must understand as we work with them. 
(These points come from an article in The Journal of Biblical 
Counseling from the Spring of 95 titled “The Way of the Wise: 
Teaching Teenagers about Sex” by Paul David Tripp) 

1. Teenagers don’t tend to value wisdom 

2. Teens tend to be unwise in friend selection 

3. Teens don’t tend to focus on the heart 

4. Teens don’t tend to have an eschatological perspective 

5. Teens are uniquely susceptible to sexual sin 

D. In order to help parents discipline the teen you are 
counseling, you need to involve the parent in the 
counseling process 

1. Never counsel a teen without the parent’s knowledge of the 
counseling case 

2. Keep the parent informed of the realities of the heart and the 
growth the teen is demonstrating 

3. Where it is possible use the parent as an advocate in the 
counseling case 

II. Content of Teen Counseling for Maximum Parental 
Involvement 
A. Teens can handle hard truth 

1. In school the teen is pushed hard to stretch and learn 

a. Physics 

b. Languages 

c. Algebra 
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2. Many times in church things are dumbed down for teens, 
they do not need things to be dumbed down 

B. The book of Proverbs is loaded with verses that point 
to the importance of teens learning deep concepts 
from their parents 

Proverbs 1:8 - Hear, my son, your father’s instruction and do not 
forsake your mother’s teaching… 

Proverbs 6:20 - My son, observe the commandment of your father and 
do not forsake the teaching of your mother… 

C. Train the parent how to direct conversations and 
decisions with the teen back to the truth of God’s 
Word 

1 Corinthians 10:31 - Whether, then, you eat or drink or whatever you 
do, do all to the glory of God.  

2 Corinthians 5:9 - Therefore we also have as our ambition, whether at 
home or absent, to be pleasing to Him.  

Philippians 1:21 - For to me, to live is Christ and to die is gain.  

1 Corinthians 10:13 - No temptation has overtaken you but such as is 
common to man; and God is faithful, who will not allow you to be 
tempted beyond what you are able, but with the temptation will 
provide the way of escape also, so that you will be able to endure it.  

1. Motive for life 

a. I must glorify God 

1 Corinthians 10:31 

b. I glorify God by loving God and loving others 

Matthew 22:37 - And He said to him, “‘YOU SHALL LOVE 
THE LORD YOUR GOD WITH ALL YOUR HEART, AND 
WITH ALL YOUR SOUL, AND WITH ALL YOUR MIND.’ 
This is the great and foremost commandment. The second is like 
it, ‘YOU SHALL LOVE YOUR NEIGHBOR AS YOURSELF.’” 
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c. I love God by obeying Him 

John 14:21 - He who has My commandments and keeps them is 
the one who loves Me; and he who loves Me will be loved by My 
Father, and I will love him and will disclose Myself to him. 

d. I love others by serving them 

John 13:17 - If you know these things, you are blessed if you do 
them.  

Teach them other foundational principles to implement in 
the home. 

i. 4 Rules of Communication 

ii. The concept of not being dead in your sin, but rather 
alive in Christ (Ephesians 2:1-10) 

III. The Other Issues Surrounding Counseling Teens with 
Their Parents Involvement 
A. What about teens whose parents are not involved? 
B. What about teens whose parents are the issue? 
C. What about teens who are afraid to tell their parents 

about the sin they are struggling with? 
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HELPING THOSE WHO PARENT ALONE 
Randy Patten 

 
 
Introduction: 
 
A sizable portion of the children in America today are being raised in single-parent 
homes. The most frequent contributing causes are pregnancy before marriage, marital 
separation, divorce, death of a spouse, military deployment or career decisions. 
 
Being a single parent is a daunting, wearisome responsibility. The circumstances of life 
will motivate many single parents to seek counseling for themselves and/or their children. 
This can be a particularly gratifying ministry for a biblical counselor. 
 
The six key elements of the counseling process provide a helpful framework around 
which to plan and evaluate your counseling sessions. Using this outline can be especially 
beneficial to a counselor, who like me, did not grow up in a single-parent home and has 
never been a single parent. 
 

Key Elements: 

1.   Gather Information 

A. Hearing her life history can provide insight into her approach to life. 

B. Do both extensive and intensive data gathering. 

C. Clarify the spiritual standing and disciplines of key family members. 

D. Ask the parent to describe each child (e.g. age, personality, interests) and her 
concerns for them individually. 
 

E. The goal is to gain the kind of information that will allow you to minister the 
Word of God precisely where she needs it the most right now. 

 
2.   Discern the Problems 

A.  Presentation problem(s) = what motivated her to seek counseling; emotions will 
be prominent. 

B. Performance problem(s) = what happened, facts, behavior prominent. 

C. Preconditioning problem(s) = the habits of thinking and acting that have been 
repeated so often that they are affecting the current circumstances. 
 

D. Heart motivation(s) = the lusts of the counselee's heart that dominate her thinking 
and behavior. 
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3.   Gain Involvement 

A. The goal is to build the kind of relationship that will cause the counselee to not 
only tell you her problems but also cause her to listen to your advice on how to 
handle them. 
 

B. Look for “connecting points" between her life and yours. 

C. Listen intently and empathetically.  

D. Weep with those who weep and rejoice with those that rejoice. 

E. Express willingness to walk this path with her until she gains direction and hope 
in handling the problems that brought her to see you. 

 
4.   Give Hope 

A. In your demeanor radiate the hope you have in Christ and the Scriptures. 

B. Give a testimony about yourself and /or how God used you to help another family 
facing significant struggles. 
  

C. Use a key passage of Scripture to point her toward Christ and biblical thinking 
and behavior. I like to use Mt. 11:28-30 or Ps. 34:18. 
 

D. Possibly use the "Do Right--Do Wrong" chart or the Y diagram. 

 
5.   Provide Instruction  

A. Use your Bible; do not just talk about it! 

B. Ask yourself, "What basic biblical truths or principles could I teach which, if 
heard and obeyed, would help her in multiple areas of her life?" 
 

C. Potential agenda topics might include: 

1) The Gospel (John 3:16-18, 36; Eph. 1-3) 

2) Authority of the Scriptures in her life (Mt. 7:24-27; 2 Tim. 3:16-17) 

3) The goal of life (2 Cor. 5:9-10; Gal. 1:10) 

4) Biblical parenting (Eph. 6:4; Proverbs) 

5) How to change and grow (Eph. 4:1-24; Rom. 6:11-23) 

6) How to confess sin and seek forgiveness (1 John 1:9; Mt. 5:23-26) 

7) Responding biblically to trials and suffering (Rom. 8:28-29; Phil. 1:12-

26; Jas. 1) 
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D. Teaching needs to address both thinking and behavior. 

E. Strive for clarity and practicality. 

F. If possible, use visual aids to teach the parent that she can then use with the 

children.  

6. Assign Homework 
 

A. There should be a direct correlation between what you talked about in the session 
and the assigned homework. 
 

B. Assignments should address both root and fruit issues. 

C. Robust homework will include: 

1) Select Scripture reading 

2) Meaningful Scripture memory 

3) Theological reading 

4) Church attendance and note taking 

5) Acts of love/service 

6) Prayer 

D. Ask at the conclusion of each session, “Is this homework doable for you this 

week?" 
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SELECT HELPFUL RESOURCES 
Minibooks: 

 Angry Children by Michael R. Emlet (New Growth) 

 Children and Divorce by Amy Baker (New Growth) 

 Dealing with Rejection by C. John Miller (New Growth) 

 How Do I Stop Losing it with My Kids? by William P. Smith (New Growth) 

 I’m Exhausted by David Powlison (New Growth) 

 Leading Your Child to Christ by Marty Machowski (New Growth) 

 Single Parents by Robert D. Jones (New Growth) 

 When Your Kid’s in Trouble by William P. Smith (New Growth) 

 Help! I’m Depressed by Carol Trahan (Shepherd) 

 Help! My Teen is Rebellious by Dave & Judi Coats (Shepherd) 

 Help! My Toddler Rules the House by Paul & Karen Tautges (Shepherd)  

 

Books: 

 Bare Facts by Josh McDowell (Moody) 

 Don’t Make Me Count to Three by Ginger Hubbard (Shepherd) 

 Everyday Talk About Sex and Marriage by Jay Younts (Shepherd) 

 From Heartbroken to Hopeful by Shirley Elliott (Focus) 

 Gospel Powered Parenting by William Farley (P & R) 

 Instructing a Child’s Heart by Tedd & Margy Tripp (Shepherd) 

 Parenting:  14 Gospel Principles by Paul Tripp (Crossway) 

 Shepherding a Child’s Heart by Tedd Tripp (Shepherd) 

 Sticky Situations:  365 Devotions for Kids and Families by Schmitt Tyndale) 

 The Faithful Parent by Martha Peace & Stuart Scott (P & R) 

 The Gospel for Moving Targets by Nancy Snyder (Shepherd) 

 The Ology by Marty Machowski (New Growth) 

 When Good Kids Make Bad Decisions by Fitzpatrick & Newheiser 
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HELPING THOSE WHO PARENT ALONE— 

SUGGESTIONS FROM THOSE WHO HAVE DONE IT 
 
Dos & Don’ts 
 
1. Do get periodic childcare so you have some time to relax:  find Bible studies that have 
childcare, so you are both refreshed spiritually, emotionally and physically; ask grandparents or 
extended family to take the child (ren) overnight at least once a month. 
 
2. Do not seek to be your children’s friend; you are their parent, a person in authority over them 
who sometimes must make hard, unpopular decisions. 
 
3. Do not neglect to discipline the child if it is needed, even if you are exhausted …you reap what 
you sow. Encouragement:  You WILL see the fruit of your labor in the coming years! 
 
4. Make living for Christ your highest treasure – not trying to replace the husband void with 
another man. 
 
5. Learn to actively see Christ as the head of the house. I never sat at the head of the table and 
neither did the kids; we used this as a reminder that Christ was the head of our home.  
 
6. Do not let unwholesome talk come out of your mouth about the other parent. 
 
7. Do not compromise with whom you leave your children. It is hard to undo bad influences and 
abuse at the hands of others. 
 
8. Do not feel so sorry for your children that you help them make excuses for their sin or lack of 
spiritual disciplines. 
 
9. Do give your children hope. My time as a single parent was the toughest time of my life, but it 
was also one of the sweetest times in the Lord. Help your children to experience this.  
 
Staying on Course Spiritually  
 
1. Staying connected with my local church helped because it became an extension of my family. 
You feel so alone at times and feeling the community of believers around me was comforting.  
 
2. Get a trusted person who is spiritually mature and who will tell you the truth, repeatedly. 
Otherwise you will probably get a lot of worldly advice that begins with, “You deserve…” and 
you will start believing it. I found it helpful to put a sign on my refrigerator that said, “Lord, 
please never give me what I deserve.” 
 
What Scriptures Became Especially Meaningful? 
 
1. 2 Corinthians 1:3-10 – I hoped someday that the pain I was going through would help someone 
else. 
 
2. 1 Peter 3:8-9 helped me handle the difficult situation between my son’s father and me.  
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HOMEWORK THAT MAXIMIZES CHANGE 
Randy Patten 

 
 
 
Introduction: 
 
1.  The skills most frequently associated with wise, fruitful, compassionate biblical counseling are: 
 
 A.  Gather information 
 
 B.  Discern the problems 
 
 C.  Build involvement 
 
 D.  Give hope 
 
 E.  Provide instruction 
 
 F.  Assign homework 
 
2.  These are typically called the Key Elements of counseling because they are so foundational. 
 
3.  This workshop will focus on just one of the six. 
 
 
Characteristics of Counseling Homework that Maximizes Change: 
 
1.  It actively uses the Bible (Isaiah 55:8-11; 2 Timothy 3:16, 17; Hebrews 4:12) 
 
 A.  Reading 
 
 B.   Memorization 
 
 C.  Meditation 
 
 D.  Research 
 
 
2.  It emphasizes biblical knowledge and understanding (Ephesians 4:23;  
     Romans 6-8; 12:2) 
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3.  It pushes the application of Scripture to one’s life circumstances (Ephesians 4-6;  
     Colossians 3; 1 John 2:6) 
 
 
 
4.  It is specific. It should be measurable and attainable. 
 
 
 
5.  It is carefully reviewed and discussed in the following sessions.  This is an  
     important procedure to accomplish characteristics numbers two and three above.  
 
 
 
6.  It encourages key spiritual disciplines 
 
 A. Systematic Scripture reading  
 
 B. Meaningful Scripture memory  
 
 C. Pertinent theological reading  
 
 D. Loving “doing”/serving others 
 
 E. Church service attendance & note taking 
 
 F. Fervent, focused prayer  
  
 
 
7.  It is thoughtfully considered and tentatively prepared prior to the counseling session  
 
 
8.  It uses various resources that explain well Scriptural truth and its application to   life.  Some of  
     my favorite authors and titles are: 
 

Jay E. Adams: “What to do When….” (Six pamphlets re anger, fear, worry, depression,          
marriage and habits); “Christ and Your Problems”; How to Handle Trouble; How to 
Overcome Evil 
Brad Bigney: Gospel Treason 
Heath Lambert:  Finally Free 
Wayne Mack:  Strengthening Your Marriage 
Jim Newheiser: “Help!  I Want to Change” 
Stuart Scott:  Communication and Conflict Resolution  
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 Suggested Reading to Learn More About the Use of Homework: 
 
Adams, Jay E.   The Christian Counselor’s Manual.   Grand Rapids:  Zondervan Publishing 
 House, 1973. 
 
Kellemen, Bob & Forrey, Jeff, eds., Scripture and Counseling.  Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2014 
 
MacArthur, John, ed.  Counseling:  How to Counsel Biblically.  Nashville:  Thomas Nelson, 2005 
 
Mack, Wayne A.  A Homework Manual for Biblical Living, Volume 1:  Personal and 
 Interpersonal Problems.   Phillipsburg:  P&R Publishing Company, 1979. 
 
Mack, Wayne A.  A Homework Manual for Biblical Living, Volume 2:  Family and Marital 
 Problems.  Phillipsburg:  P & R Publishing Company, 1980 
 
Mack, Wayne A. & Johnston, Wayne Eric.  A Homework Manual for Biblical Living, Volume 3:  
 Christina Growth and Discipleship.  Bemidji:  Focus Publishing, 2008.   
 
Tripp, Paul David.  Instruments in the Redeemer’s Hands.  Phillipsburg:  P&R Publishing 
 Company, 2002. 
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GETTING YOUR COUNSELING OFF TO A GOOD START 
Randy Patten 

 
 
How you start a counseling case influences how you finish.  An awkward, stumbling beginning 
frequently hinders the counselor’s effectiveness.  It adds to the nervousness he may already be 
experiencing and may cause the counselee to question the competence of the counselor.  
 
This workshop is designed to aid beginning biblical counselors in developing procedures that will 
assist them in getting off to a good start as they begin formal counseling.  Practical suggestions 
regarding subsequent sessions will also be provided.  Preparation is the key! 
 
 
1.  Prepare Yourself 
 

A. Confess known sin in your own life and seek forgiveness of God and appropriate people. 
 

B. Meditate on Scripture that will encourage you for the task at hand. 
 

C. Review the PDI forms and basic information sheets for first-time cases. 
 

D. Review notes from previous sessions if this is a case in progress. 
 

E. Evaluate your performance in previous sessions and determine  
            appropriate adjustments. 

 
 

2.  Prepare the Counseling Room 
 

A. Plan to sit at a table or desk. 
 

B. On the desk, place the counselee’s file, an open Bible, notepaper, pen, homework assignment 
sheets and a clock 
 

C. Clear the remainder of the desk to make it easy for the counselee to place his Bible, 
homework, pamphlets, books, etc. on it.    
                              

D.  Confirm that you have available a marker for the whiteboard, tissues for drying tears and 
your calendar for scheduling the next appointment. 
 

E. Mute cell phones, desk phone, stereo, clock chimes, etc. that might be distracting.         
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3.  Prepare Your Biblical Counseling Toolbox with Basic Resources: 
 

A. A Bible to loan or give away as needed 
 

B. Pamphlets by Jay Adams in the “What to do When” series regarding marriage, anger, fear, 
worry, depression, habits. 
 

C. Select booklets  
  
By Jay Adams: “Christ and Your Problems,” “Godliness through Discipline,”  

   “How to Handle Trouble,” “How to Overcome Evil” 
 By Brian Croft: “Help! He’s Struggling with Pornography”  
            By Robert Jones: “Forgiveness,” “Restoring Your Broken Marriage,” “Single Parents” 
            By Jim Newheiser: “Help! I Want to Change,” “Help! My Anger is Out of Control”         

       By Stuart Scott: “From Pride to Humility,” “Communication and Conflict Resolution,” 
                                   “Anger, Anxiety and Fear,” “Killing Sin Habits”        

 
D.  Books frequently used for homework:   

Strengthening Your Marriage (Mack)  
The Faithful Parent (Scott & Peace) 

           Gospel Treason (Bigney) 
           Finally Free (Lambert) 
           Putting Your Past in Its Place (Viars) 

 
E. Personal aids  

Quick Scripture Reference for Counselors (Kruis) 
Pen and paper for taking notes or a digital device 
Carbonless duplicate paper for assigning homework  

 
             

 
4.  Prepare a Tentative Agenda                 
 
     First Session: 
 
     A.  Chit-chat/building involvement  
 
     B.  Explanation of procedures  
 
     C. Prayer for them, you and this session  
 
     D.  Ask for a brief life history  
 

E. Extensive and intensive data gathering 
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F. Scriptural teaching to give hope and build commitment 
 

G. Assign homework 
 

H.  Closing exhortation /encouragement and/or prayer  
 
              

In Process: 
 
    A.  Chit-chat/building involvement  
 
    B.   Pray for them, you and this session  
 
    C. Evaluate whether to pursue your agenda or if it needs to be modified.  I frequently  
         ask one of the following questions at the beginning of a session to help me determine  
         how to proceed:                                                                                                               

 
“Are there any changes in your circumstances that I ought to know about which might change 
how I use the time with you in this session?” 

 
“How did what we talked about last session help you this week?”    

 
“How did the homework I gave you last session impact your thinking and behavior this week?”          

 
     D. Homework review with clarification and application of what he is learning 
      
     E. Additional teaching, if needed,  in addition to homework review. To determine   
         what to teach ask yourself questions like these: 

 
“What biblical truths could I teach this counselee which, if heard and obeyed would move 
him forward toward greater godliness and solving the problem(s) that brought him to see 
me?” 

 
“In this session would the counselee be helped most if I focused on fruit or root issues?” 

 
“What does this counselee lack the most—understanding of or obedience to biblical truths?” 

 
      F.  Assign homework   
 
      G. Closing exhortation/encouragement and/or prayer 
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5.  Prepare Tentative Homework Involving:   
 
     A.  Strategic Scripture reading  
 
     B.  Meaningful Scripture memory 
 
     C.  Helpful theological reading that explains biblical principles and application  
           pertinent to his problems. 
 
     D. “Doing” that points the person toward godly conduct in the areas of concern 
               
      E.   Church attendance and note taking regarding the lesson/sermon and its application to       
          his life 

 
F. Fervent, focused prayer for himself, key individuals in the problem areas, and the         

counselor(s) 
 
 

6.  Prepare the Counselee   
 
      A.  Greet him warmly and optimistically 
 

B. Communicate hope and encouragement by your demeanor 
 
 
You are prepared—now minister God’s life-changing Word to hurting people! 
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LISTENING: A KEY SKILL FOR COUNSELORS 
Randy Patten 

 
 
Introduction 
 
    1.  Charles Swindoll’s family…heavy life and ministry demands…listening 
 
    2.  Your life…family…heavy life and ministry demands…listening 
 
 
Why seek to become a better listener? 
 
    1.  To please God by obeying His Word (James 1:19b) 
 
    2.  Because words can either obscure or clarify (Prov. 18:4) 
 
    3.  To draw out what is in a person’s heart (Prov. 20:5) 
 
    4.  To avoid the difficulties caused by presuming (Prov. 13:10) 
 

5. To become wiser (Prov. 18:15)  
 

6.    Because listening can be a manifestation of love (Phil. 2:3-4) 
 
 
Why seek to be slower to speak? 
 
    1.  To please God by obeying His Word (James 1:19b) 
 
    2.  Because the longer you talk the more likely it is you will sin (Prov. 10:19) 
 
    3.  It is an evidence of moral and spiritual growth (James 3:2-12, esp. v. 2) 
 
    4.  To avoid needless difficulty in life and ministry (Prov. 21:23) 
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Ask questions that will make your listening fruitful 
 

1. Go back  
 

2. Go wide   
 

3. Go, go, go, go, go deep  
 

4. Go open-ended 
 
Make sure your conclusions are correct (1) 

 
     1.  Ask people to define their terms.  (What?) 
 
    2.  Ask people to clarify what they mean with concrete, real life examples of the  
         terms they have used.  (How?) 
 
    3.  Always ask people to explain why they responded as they did, using the  
 examples they have given you.  (Why?) 
 
Nonverbal indicators that you are really listening (2) 
 
    1.  Squared shoulders, facing the individual 
 
    2.  Open, relaxed stance as if to say, “You have access to me” 
 
    3.  Lean forward slightly, indicating interest in what the person is saying 
 
    4.  Speech volume and intensity that reflects interest and compassion rather than  
         irritation  
 
    5.  Eye contact, especially when the other person is speaking 
 
    6.  Move to a more appropriate location 
 
 
Beware of who and what you listen to (Prov.  16:28; 18:21; 26:17, 20-21) 
 
    1.  Slander is a false statement that causes people to have a bad opinion of someone.    
         The statement may be unauthorized, untrue or a distortion of the facts which influences  
         others to form an evil opinion about another person. 
 
    2.  Gossip is personal or sensational information about the private lives of other  
         people shared with individuals that are not part of the problem or part of the solution. 
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How to detect a slanderer / gossip:  
 
    1.  He will usually test your spirit before giving you the evil report. 
 
    2.  He will usually check your acceptance of his report before giving it to  
         you.   He may do this by asking for your opinion about the person or dropping a negative  
         comment and observing your response to it. 
 
    3.  He will often get you to ask for the veil report by creating curiosity for it. For    
         example, “Have you heard about what (the person) has been doing?” 
 
    4.  He may communicate an evil report by asking for counsel or by sharing a  
         concern for the person involved. 
 
    5.  He may use evil reports to get you to admire him or her because of being on  
         the inside and having access to privileged information. 
 
    6.  He is usually one who evokes vivid details of evil and will even search  
         them out. 
 
Questions to ask before listening completely to potential slander or gossip:  
 
    1.  What is your reason for telling me? 
 
    2.  Where did you get your information? 
 
    3.  When you went to those directly involved what did they say? 
 
    4.  Have you personally checked out all the facts? 
 
    5.  Can I quote you if I check this out? 
 
 
Notes: 
 
(1)  Tripp, Paul.   Instruments in the Redeemer’s Hands.   Phillipsburg, NJ, P&R Publishing, 
2002.  Pp. 170-172. 
 
(2) Adapted from Mack, Wayne, ed., Introduction to Biblical Counseling. Dallas, Word 
Publishing, 1994, p. 181. 
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I. Two ways for counseling to end 
A. Badly 

1 Corinthians 15:58 Therefore, my beloved brethren, be steadfast, 
immovable, always abounding in the work of the Lord, knowing that your 
toil is not in vain in the Lord.  

1. They just stop coming 

2. They just like meeting 

1 Thessalonians 5:12–14 But we request of you, brethren, that you 
appreciate those who diligently labor among you, and have charge over you 
in the Lord and give you instruction, 13 and that you esteem them very 
highly in love because of their work. Live in peace with one another. 14 We 
urge you, brethren, admonish the unruly, encourage the fainthearted, help 
the weak, be patient with everyone.  

B. Well 

1 Thessalonians 4:1 Finally then, brethren, we request and exhort you in 
the Lord Jesus, that as you received from us instruction as to how you 
ought to walk and please God (just as you actually do walk), that you 
excel still more.  

II. How to decide when to be done 
A. Key Questions 

1. Have you addressed what they came in for? 

Proverbs 18:13 He who gives an answer before he hears, It is folly and 
shame to him.  

2. Have they listened to counsel? 

Proverbs 19:20 Listen to counsel and accept discipline, That you may 
be wise the rest of your days.  
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3. Do they know what their heart idols are and why they go after 
them? 

Proverbs 16:9 The mind of man plans his way, But the LORD directs 
his steps.  

Proverbs 20:5 A plan in the heart of a man is like deep water, But a 
man of understanding draws it out.  

Jeremiah 2:13 “For My people have committed two evils: They have 
forsaken Me, The fountain of living waters, To hew for themselves 
cisterns, Broken cisterns That can hold no water.  

James 4:1-4 What is the source of quarrels and conflicts among you? Is 
not the source your pleasures that wage war in your members? 2 You 
lust and do not have; so you commit murder. You are envious and 
cannot obtain; so you fight and quarrel. You do not have because you 
do not ask. 3 You ask and do not receive, because you ask with wrong 
motives, so that you may spend it on your pleasures. 4 You 
adulteresses, do you not know that friendship with the world is 
hostility toward God? Therefore whoever wishes to be a friend of the 
world makes himself an enemy of God. 

4. Are they counseling themselves? 

Philippians 1:9–10 And this I pray, that your love may abound still 
more and more in real knowledge and all discernment, 10 so that you 
may approve the things that are excellent, in order to be sincere and 
blameless until the day of Christ;  

Ephesians 4:23 and that you be renewed in the spirit of your mind,  

5. Do they have any examples of addressing the issues with biblical 
principles? 

a. Returning Good for Evil – Rom. 12:21 

b. Put off/Put on – Eph. 4:22-24 

c. Seeking and Giving Forgiveness – Eph. 4:31-32, Matt. 18:21-35 
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d. Taking the Log out of their own eye and not blame shifting – 
Matt. 7:1-4 

6. Is there evidence of a God centered response to trials, 
circumstances and sin? 

Romans 12:1–2 Therefore I urge you, brethren, by the mercies of God, 
to present your bodies a living and holy sacrifice, acceptable to God, 
which is your spiritual service of worship. 2 And do not be conformed 
to this world, but be transformed by the renewing of your mind, so 
that you may prove what the will of God is, that which is good and 
acceptable and perfect.  

7. Are they in community and how are they functioning in 
community? 

Ephesians 4:14–16 As a result, we are no longer to be children, tossed 
here and there by waves and carried about by every wind of doctrine, 
by the trickery of men, by craftiness in deceitful scheming; 15 but 
speaking the truth in love, we are to grow up in all aspects into Him 
who is the head, even Christ, 16 from whom the whole body, being fitted 
and held together by what every joint supplies, according to the proper 
working of each individual part, causes the growth of the body for the 
building up of itself in love.  

8. Have they shifted from serving themselves or wanting to be 
served to serving the Lord and others? 

2 Corinthians 5:14–15 For the love of Christ controls us, having 
concluded this, that one died for all, therefore all died; 15 and He died 
for all, so that they who live might no longer live for themselves, but 
for Him who died and rose again on their behalf.  

1 Corinthians 12:4–7 Now there are varieties of gifts, but the same 
Spirit. 5 And there are varieties of ministries, and the same Lord. 6 
There are varieties of effects, but the same God who works all things in 
all persons. 7 But to each one is given the manifestation of the Spirit for 
the common good.  
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B. Get input from others 

Proverbs 15:22 Without consultation, plans are frustrated, But with many 
counselors they succeed.  

1. Spouse/Family 

2. Pastor, Small Group Leader, Mentor 

C. Processes to End 

1. Clean Break 

2. Check Up 

3. Slow Fade 

4. Advocate/Mentor Transition 

5. What would be some Pros/Cons for each? 

D. General Q&A 
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Remember the Basics 
Randy Patten 

Introduction: 

The Merriam-Webster dictionary defines basic as, “forming or relating to the most important part of 
something.”   

It is commendable when a biblical counselor continues to read and attend conferences to broaden his 
understanding of biblical truth related to a variety of counseling issues. The danger, however, is that with 
the passage of time and the expansion of topics, one can get foggy on the basics. 

This workshop will focus on the six key skills basic to ministering the Scriptures to hurting individuals 
with confidence, skill and compassion.    

 

1.  Gather pertinent information  

      A.  Obtain the Personal Data Inventory and Basic Information Sheet 48 hours prior to the          
       session. 

 B.  Determine to be thorough (Prov. 18:13, 15, 17). 

 C.  Seek to understand not only the individual’s circumstances but also how the counselee thinks,   
       makes decisions and responds to disappointment.  Why do they do what they do?  

2.  Discern the Problems 

 A.  Helpful categories to consider: 

  1)  Presentation problem(s):  why he came for counseling; emotions prominent 

  2)  Performance problems: what happened; facts oriented 

  3) Preconditioning problems: habits of thinking and acting  

  4)  Heart motivations: why does he do what he does? 

 B.  Use biblical terminology as much as possible.   

 C.  Look for the common among the uncommon (1 Cor. 10:13; Mk. 7:21-23) 

 

3.  Build Involvement 

 A.  A counselor must establish the kind of relationship with the counselee that will lead to him   
       not only tell you his concerns but also being willing to let you tell him what to do about   
       them. 

 B.  Hearing the counselee’s life story will provide connecting points. 

 C.  This is particularly important in the first session, but it is an ongoing effort.  
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4.  Give Hope 

 A.  Biblical hope is the optimistic and confident expectation about the future that manifests one’s   
       trust in God and His Word (Col. 1:27; 1 Pt. 1:21). 

 B.  Your demeanor should radiate confidence in Christ and the Scriptures (Mk. 1:40,41) 

 C.  Do not assume that just because a counselee returns that she has hope.  Sometimes a     
       counselee will come back because you seem to have hope not because she does. 

 D.  Focus on the potential for personal growth and change through the Gospel. 

 

5.  Provide Meaningful Instruction  

 A.  Use the Bible don’t just talk about it! 

 B.  Determine to have your advice grow out of an exposition and application of Scripture  

 C.  Minister the Word rather than dispense it 

 

6.  Assign Helpful Homework 

 A.  Begin with the end in mind.  What character qualities and/or spiritual disciplines do you want   
       to prominent in your counselee at graduation? 

 B.  Address both inner man and outer man issues.  

Conclusion: 

1. Seek to excel in the basics!   

2.  Read or re-read a basic biblical counseling textbook.   

 The Christian Counselor’s Manual by Adams (Zondervan) 

 Instruments in the Redeemer’s Hands by Tripp (P&R) 

 Counseling:  How to Counsel Biblically by MacArthur, Ed. (Thomas Nelson) 

 Christ-Centered Biblical Counseling by MacDonald, Kellemen, Viars, Eds. (Harvest   
 House) 

3.  Consider attending Fundamentals of Biblical Counseling / Track One again   
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Evangelize or Disciple? Discerning a Counselee’s Spiritual State 

Randy Patten  

 

1.  Shaping influences in how I approach this subject 

 A.  I was born again at age ten so I know young people can understand the gospel 

 B.  The special joy I have had in leading people to repent of their sins and trust Christ as   
       their Savior and Lord 

 C.  Observing that the more time I spent explaining Christ and the gospel to a person the   
       better disciple he was after conversion. 

 D.  The rich opportunities for evangelism that counseling has provided 

 E.  People seem to be more ignorant of Bible truths today than ever before.  

 

2.  Experiences & Scripture that have prompted reevaluation of evangelistic efforts 

 A.  Matthew 7:21-23 

 B.  Speaking with individuals doubting the reality of their salvation and concluding   
       that many of them had not been truly born again but had had a meaningful religious   
       experience 

 C.  Dealing with some individuals that I had led to the Lord (I thought) but who never   
       grew in godliness 

 D.  Being challenged by a counselor in training after I did not present the gospel in   
       session one after it became clear that the counselee was unsaved 

 E.  Supervising an ACBC applicant who quit data gathering in session one and began   
      presenting the gospel after it became evident that the counselee was unsaved. The   
      session ended with the counselor leading the counselee in a prayer to accept Christ   
      and then used 1 John 5:13 to give assurance of salvation. The counselor was rejoicing   
      in a great victory. I questioned the wisdom of the counselor’s procedures and the   
      reality of the person’s conversion. It was a difficult conversation.  

 F.  2 Corinthians 5:17 
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3.  Theological Considerations  

 A.  The new birth or regeneration (Titus 3:5) is the act of God which gives eternal life to   
       the one who believes in Christ. As a result, he becomes a member of God’s family               
       (1 Pt. 1:23) with a new capacity and desire to please his heavenly Father                       
       (2 Cor. 5:17).   

 B.  The Great Commission is to make disciples (Mt. 28:18-20). A disciple is a long-  
       term follower, a long-term student. Our goal is disciples not professions of faith.  

 C.  1 John teaches that assurance of salvation is grounded in life characteristics, not a        
       particular religious experience    

 D.  It is possible to hear a believable testimony of faith from someone who is not     
       genuinely born again. It is also possible that a person can be born again and not be   
       able to express it in a convincing manner.     

 

4.  Suggested Questions to Help Clarify a Person’s Spiritual Condition 

 A.  Have you come to a place in your spiritual life where you could say with confidence   
       that if you were to die that you would go to heaven? 

  1). If yes, then, tell me about that time and what led you to that confidence. 

  2). What impact did that experience have on your lifestyle? 

 B.  If you died and stood before God and he asked you, “Why should I let you into my   
       heaven, what would you say?” 

 C.  If a coworker or a neighbor asked you, “What is the gospel?”  what would you say? 

 D.  How many times did you read your Bible last week? 

 E.  How many times did you read it the week before that? 

 F.  What is your favorite Bible verse? Please quote it for me. 

 G.  Are you a member of a church?  

  1). If yes, why did you join that church? What do you like about it? 

  2). If no, why have you not joined a church? 

 H.  In what ministries are you serving? 
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5.  Knowledge Minimums to be Born-Again 

 A.  God is holy 

 B.  We are sinful 

 C.  There is a penalty for sin  

 D.  God became a man, and his name is Jesus Christ 

 E.   Jesus paid the penalty for our sins on the cross 

 F.   Forgiveness is available if you repent of your sins and if you trust in Jesus’          
       righteousness alone for your acceptance before this holy God 

 G.  God will begin a life-long process of changing your thinking and behavior to become   
       more like Christ. You are to seek and embrace these changes. 

 

6.  Suggested Strategies  

 A. Default to viewing counselees as lost until they give you a compelling testimony   
      supported by a lifestyle that is, at the minimum, somewhat Christian. 

 B.  Assign reading in the Gospel of John. Urge the counselee to pay attention to what   
       Christ says about himself and to his deeds.  

 C.  Assign memorization of John 3:16-18 

 D.  Use an evangelistic tract, booklet, CD or DVD that you find beneficial 

 E.  Use part of each session to discuss the gospel and answer questions 

 F.  Be alert to opportunities to present Christ and explain the Christian lifestyle as you   
       address presentation problems 

 G.  When appropriate, call the person to repentance and saving faith 

 

7.  How I Usually Present the Gospel in the Counseling Room 

 To “Believe” involves: 

 A. Facts 

 B. Commitment 

 C. Change 
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8.  Helpful Resources 

 A.  Presenting the Gospel in its Context (PPt.) by Stuart Scott.           
       http://oneeightycounseling.com/resources/the-gospel-in-context/  

 B.  “The Liberating Gospel:  A Call to Salvation” by Susan Heck (Focus Publishing) 

 C.  Good News Publishers / Crossway https://www.crossway.org/tracts/?category=EVGL 

 D.  Paul Washer re The Gospel at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WhoYXcoylBs   

 E.  The Cripplegate blog. http://thecripplegate.com   

 F.  Gospel Fluency:  Speaking the Truths of Jesus into the Everyday Stuff of Life by Jeff   
        Vanderstelt (Crossway, 2017) 


